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Two weeks ago, we devoted this space to an analysis of the chart of IBM, suggesting it was a 

fairly typicaT-current-pattern~ -We ~noted ~th8t~its~sa1ient-features-were-a-"--1987~top-.~aA-sharp declin-e - -,",~-_ ~. 
(surprise!), and a subsequent base formation4 Five other charts, also of Dow stocks, may illustrate 
some not-uncommon variations on that theme • 
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The above two charts, Minnesota Mining at left and Sears, Roebuck at right, (all charts shown 
are on a two-point unit basis) feature, as did IBM, a 1987 top and a subsequent base. Both have 
broken out of that base. However the main difference in the two patterns, we think, is that the 
width of 3M's base in relation to its top is considerably greater than Sears'. The latter, so far, 
has been the better-performing stock having moved ahead 78% from its 1987 low, vis-a-vis a 54% move 
for 3M and a 46% move for the Dow. It is, however, appropriate to question whether the stock will 
be able to penetrate the heavy overhead supply between 50 and 58 without broadening its pattern 
further. Indeed, after reaching a high at 46 114 on November 3, Sears backed off and failed to 
participate in the recent rally. Minnesota Mining, by contrast, possesses a base wide enough to 
suggest that penetration of the overhead supply may be easier, even though it, indeed, has backed 
off from a peak just under 70. 

'The~mlljority-of -techn:il!".I~patterns,odlly~ext\lbit 'thiS:~;--:O;~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII---1 typical configuration in one or another of its variations, and ~ 
it is our opinion that one of the most important points for I/o 
present-day analysis is the relationship of the base to :\01-

previous overhead supply~ w 11111111111111111 There exist numerous other variations. Bethlehem Steel, at /0 

right, is a rarity in that it has bettered its 1987 peak. It, 
o however, has older supply to contend with, going back to the 

1970's. (Its high was in 1976.) Nonetheless, the extent of 
its base suggests it may be embarking upon an upside move that BETHlEHEM mEl (ORP 2 POINT 

will multiple market cycles. 
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Chevron, shown at left, displays certain aspects 
of the conventional pattern---a 1987 top followed by a 
base formation occupying late 1987 and all of 1988. 
It, however, along with most oil stocks, exhibits 
another important feature, a major base pattern traced 
out during the 1981-1986 period. The subsequent 
retracement constituted, for this stock. not so much a 
bear market as a pullback to a support level, and the 

existence of the older base suggests the 
indicated by the 1988 base pattern. 

possibility of long-term objectives higher than those 

A pattern like that of Goodyear, at right, 
is the rarest of the variations shown, although 
certainly not unique. The stock's first attack 
on the overhead supply at 66-76 turned out a 
total failure, and an important top than formed 
at 66-56, raising the possibility that the 
stock's 1987 low may be tested. 

From a technician's pOint of view. this 
sort of analysis is an obvious necessity in 
attempting to ascertain the relative merits of 
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individual stocks and industry groups at today's prices. It also will be helpful, we think, in 
determining the course of the market. Most issues, so far, have been less than successful at their 
initial attempts to penetrate the 1987 overhead supply. Were many stocks to enter a pullback phase 
in unison. intermediate-scale market weakness might well be the result. 
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